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Here is a book babies can really sink their gums into. Built for the way babies read, Indestructibles

are printed on an amazing paperlike material that canâ€™t be ripped, torn, or punctured.

Indestructibles are 100 percent safe and nontoxic, and if they get too funky, just throw them in the

washing machine or dishwasher. Theyâ€™re made for baby to hold, grab, chew, pull, and bend, and

are designed to create an even more special bond between reader and baby. Printed without words,

the parent gets to make up the story, or just cuddle with baby while they explore together. Mama

and Baby! is about mothers and babies of different species. Kaaren Pixtonâ€™s art is bright, swirling

with color, and reminiscent of Eric Carle, and it attains an almost 3D richness on the special

paperlike stock of the book.
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Amy Pixton, a mother of triplets, created Indestructibles after bits of traditional board books found

their way into her babies' mouths. Â Amy lives in Kansas City with her husband and their three

children.Kaaren Pixton has been making art with children for many years. Kaarenâ€™s studio is at

her home in West Linn where she lives with her husband, one dog, five chickens, goldfish in a pond

and countless grandchildren romping in the gardens.

My favorite book in the series because of the wonderful images.Book is wordless, when it should



have included 1-2 words a page. Babies love print.My son loves having a book that mom lets him

play with and chew on. These books will get wrinkled but they are still functional and much better

than giving my son a real book (which would be destroyed at first drool).The pages are too thin for

my 9 month old to turn. He can only do board book page turning at this point.Overall, my son loves

to play with it.

My 10-month-old says: "This book was really tasty-- with notes of non-toxic ink and sunshine. I

especially enjoyed not gagging on chunks of cardboard, then having to clamp my jaw shut while my

mommy shrieks "What are you eating?!? We don't eat books!"I did not, however, like that I was

unable to destroy the pages-- though I tried all day long. I just love the sound of paper tearing and

crumpling so much I could scream. So I did. Then I saw something sparkly and... what was I

saying? Oh, the book... mmm yummy book..."Mommy says: Adorable. Can't be destroyed. Keeps

him occupied so I can maybe drink my coffee hot for once... yep, this is a keeper! Can't wait to order

some more!

Fantastic books!! These are the best... they really hold up to baby "playing/reading" them. They are

a great for babies and toddlers who do not understand how to be gentle with paper pages. Great

toys to distract fussy babies in the car! The pictures are sweet and colorful and entertain my kiddos

of all ages. I highly recommend these to mommas and am purchasing extras to give as baby gifts!

Am I the only one who wants to use the pictures in this book as artwork?! These books are always

great and family favorites but I'm thinking of using the pics from this book for nursery art... they're so

pretty and adorable. My son loves looking at all the colors and holding this book himself and I love

looking at it with him.

I purchased this book for my baby because she loves it when we read to her. She is constantly

grabbing for the book and pages and wants to play with it. I had heard about these books from one

of my friends and I thought I should try it. She said they were 'indestructible' and I thought "yeah

right". They are, in fact, indestructible (for babies at least). They can chew on them, drool on them,

crinkle them and attempt to rip them and they don't get ruined. When my baby had a cold and had

been chewing on this book, I simply threw it in the dishwasher and it came out just fine. The

illustrations are great and have lots of bright colors and animals. There are no words in this book but

you can make them up if you want to 'read' it to your baby (good luck getting it away from baby to



try and read it!). I would definitely order this again or give it as a gift. It is literally one of my

daughter's favorite toys.

These are amazing little books that every baby should have. My 7 month old LOVES them! The first

one was a gift that she's been playing with since she was about 4 months old. She has chewed,

crumpled, drooled, and tugged at this book nearly every day for 3 months and it's STILL whole! I

ordered the Jungle Rumble and Mama and Baby editions to add to her collection. Aside from how

wonderfully they hold up to your baby's antics, the pictures are beautiful! They have interesting

animals, bugs, and scenes with bright, bold, and rich color. If you're on the fence let this review

push you over to buying! $5 is SO cheap for a book your baby can't destroy! One other notable

attribute is their ease of use for younger babies. I found that board books while very sturdy, are not

as easy for my daughter to manipulate at her age. I think she likes these books so much because

she can handle it easily without my help.

My nanny introduced me to the Indestructibles series. Chew proof, tear proof, and virtually, well,

indestructible. The images in this particular book are beautiful. While there are no words, each

image captures a moment and I felt it was age appropriate. Much better for baby hands than even

board books.

I'm happy with this because it's a book she can FINALLY chew on without me worrying about it

coming apart in her mouth or getting ruined! So far so good.
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